Four Banger Shopping List
This controller will use an Arduino UNO with the Atmel AT328p processor. Configuration options
and sequence data will be stored using the AT328p's onboard 1k eeprom. The controller will be
programmable using either manual a button board (button banging), or via a custom PC-based
programming application. We suggest using the Arduino Uno if you are new to this.
Shopping List (note that these prices fluctuate on Ebay):
•

Arduino UNO AT328p

$3.39

•

4 Relay Module

$3.20

•

PIR Sensor

$1.11

•

Serial MP3 Module by Catalex

$4.49

•

1gb SD Micro Card

$3.19

•

5v/12v Power Adapter

$2.18

TOTAL---------------------------------------- About 20 bucks. Shop around and watch for
good deals. You can also save a few bucks if you buy parts in multiples.
If you are an Arduino newbie, you should probably stick with an UNO.

These relay modules are very convenient- buy more than you think you need! The original version
of this document suggested the 5v type. I have built tons of controllers using this one successfully:

Some folks are suggesting 12v relay modules. If you do get a 12v version, make sure that it may
be toggled using TTL level signals (5v). The 12v rating is for the relay coils themselves. This can
offer benefits by easing the power load on the Arduino's 5v regulator and it can offer some isolation
too. I have seen people get talked into the 12v modules only to have no idea how to wire it, or they
bought an incompatible one etc... If you are building one of these for the first time and want to start
simple, the 5v vesion pictured above along with an Arduino Uno will work for probaby 90% of
typical props.

The power adapter you use may vary based on your needs, but this is a typical example.

These little jumper cables are great for connecting modules to an Arduino. Buy a bunch to keep on
hand- you can never have too many of these! Also, get some of the ones that have a male pin on on
one end.

Keep an eye out on Ebay for nice enclosures such as this:
Here are a few pics of the first prototype installed in a Hammond enclosure.

